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When it comes to planning where your fleet will be over the course of the day, WorkWave® Route Manager 
does all of the heavy lifting to ensure you meet your big picture demands — happy customers, on-time arrivals 
and 5-Star service. Plus, it offers the flexibility you need to accommodate last minute requests, growth and 
more while keeping internal/external processes running smoothly. This incredible tool will revolutionize 
the way you operate with added insight about what’s working, what isn’t and the power to quickly adjust. 
WorkWave Route Manager will streamline your operations and position your company for success today and 
well into the future. 

Automatically plan and optimize route plans, streamline scheduling, 
and dispatch your drivers with ease.Route Manager

Easily plan your daily, weekly or monthly routes, make real-time 
adjustments to schedules, and stay connected to your drivers while 
gauging performance with mobile GPS.

Route Manager

Route Manager 360

Route Manager 360+
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THAT FITS YOUR BUSINESSA Logistics Solution

Meet and exceed customer expectations.

Manage on-time arrivals, last-minute requests and same/next-day commitments more efficiently with Route 
Manager. You’ll have the power to be more accurate with estimations and arrival times, satisfy customer requests 
and ultimately streamline your business operations. 

Build reliable and efficient route plans with the click of a button. 

Route Manager takes into account time windows, available resources, requests, and other factors that can impact 
your plans. Your day is easier when you have 360 visibility and control to adjust routes before and after your drivers 
start their day. 

Make smarter decisions with increased visibility. 

Stay connected to driver status, location and Live ETAs to identify when you’re ahead of schedule or running behind. 
Plus, you can collect proof of delivery and requests to reschedule with the mobile app and confirm locations via 
Mobile GPS. Get the answers you need quicker! 
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IT IS A PROBLEM SOLVING TOOL.
More Than Just Route Planning,

Solve complex pick-up/drop-off 
challenges that account for rush 
hour, traffic patterns, load capacity 
and last minute requests

Collect proof of delivery: photos, 
signatures, notes and audio

Improve communication with 
your drivers and customers

Plan around time-windows 
and increase on-time arrivals

Integrate your CRM or order 
management system with 
our flexible API

Monitor performance for  
extra visibility

Maximize face-to-face time 
with customers

Project growth and test out new 
scenarios with simulation planning

Implement new processes to 
achieve maximum efficiency & 
meet daily targets

Create realistic routes that keep 
drivers happy and running 
on schedule

Route more efficiently while 
generating a ~30% ROI 

Keep an eye on performance with 
Live ETA updates
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Route Manager

I’ve been able to

in our daily delivery routes and our drivers love having 
everything pushed to their phones. I can’t speak highly 
enough about it...and my boss is happy. We’ve easily 
saved what it costs per month within the first couple 
days of using it. Sarah Samuel  

Operations Manager, Small Lot Wine

dramatically increase efficiency

See for yourself! Calculate what you could 
be saving with WorkWave Route Manager. 

Routing efficiently gets you there on time 
— and puts money back in your pocket.

CALCULATE

CONTACT 
one of our professionals at 
XXX-XXX-XXXX • email here
or visit us online at 
www.website.com 
to see how Route Manager can work for you.

https://www.workwave.com/route-manager/roi-calculator/

